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Season 6, Episode 6
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The Peace of Wild Things



Benton struggles with the idea of taking a DNA test to determine whether or not Reese is actually his son. As the signs continue to pile up, Kerry and Mark use a fake patient to convince Dr. Lawrence of his Alzheimer's. Carter has trouble persuading a woman from a nursing home fire to sign a DNR for her husband and later is asked to forge charts for a family with no insurance. Carol continues to meddle in Meg's life, having her arrested so that she can be detoxed. Cleo is blamed for an explosion in the suture room but it may actually be Dr. Dave's fault.
Quest roles:
Lily Mariye(Lily Jarvik), Conni Marie Brazelton(Connie Oligario), Yvette Freeman(Haleh Adams), Deezer D(Nurse Malik McGrath), Emily Wagner(Doris Pickman), Khandi Alexander(Jackie Robbins), Montae Russell(Dwight Zadro), Laura Ceron(Nurse Chuny Marquez), Lisa Nicole Carson(Carla Reece), Gedde Watanabe(Yosh Takata), Cress Williams(Officer Reggie Moore), Lyn Alicia Henderson(Pamela Olbes), Kristin Minter(Randi Fronczak), Michelle Bonilla(Christine Harms), Alan Alda(Dr. Gabriel Lawrence), Martha Plimpton(Meg Corwin), Gail Strickland(Dr. Renee Spielman), Tom McGowan(Joe Bernero), Andrew Bowen(Andrew), Danny Belrose(Joey), Jen Bosworth-Ramirez(Cashier), Stephen Cinabro(Cop), Sarah Denison(Jody), Charles Tyner(Barry Connelly), Amzie Strickland(Jean Connelly), Ben Hecht(Eddie Bernero), Chimeka Crawford(Joanie)


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
11 November 1999, 00:00
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